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Primary Goals for Clinical Trials

Find safe and efficacious agents

Provide better treatments to patients enrolled 

in the trials

Identify prognostic and predictive markers

Make accurate and efficient inference

How to do it better? 

Adaptive Designs
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Adaptive Clinical Trials
Trials that use interim data to guide the study conduct

Test the safety and efficacy of agents
– Adaptive dose finding 

– Adaptive estimation of treatment effect

Provide better trtms to patients enrolled in the trials
– Adaptive randomization

– Adaptive drop/graduate treatments due to toxicity, futility, 

and/or efficacy

Identify prognostic and predictive markers

– Adaptive marker identification and validation

Make accurate and efficient inference
– Adaptive add/drop treatments

– Adaptive decision making
Utility-based 3



Class of Adaptive Designs
Rule-based

– Ad-doc, straightforward, simple to implement

– No special software needed

Model-based

– Good statistical properties

– More complex and difficult to implement

– Require special software for the design and analysis

Model-assisted

– Based on the underlying statistical model

– Straightforward, simple to implement

– Get the best of the two worlds: When simplicity meets 

superiority

– The new KISS principle: Keep it Simple and Smart!
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Phase I and Phase II Trial Designs

1. Phase I Designs
– 3+3 Design

– CRM, BMA-CRM

– mTPI, mTPI-2, Keyboard, BOIN, BOIN-COMB, TITE-BOIN

2. Phase II Designs
– Simon’s 2-stage

– Predictive probability Phase II design

– BOP2
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Model-Assisted Design: Modified Toxicity 

Probability Interval (mTPI), mTPI-2 Design
Underlying Bayesian models

– Middle ground between 3+3 design and model based 

designs, e.g. CRM design

Posterior toxicity probability space is partitioned into 

3 intervals: high, acceptable, low toxicity probability. 

Dose assignment rules determined for all possible 

outcomes before the trial begins

Good operating characteristics (mTPI-2)

Software (R and Excel) are available and easy to 

implement
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Compare mTPI and Keyboard (mTPI-2) Designs
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Keyboard Design
Define a series of equal-width dosing intervals (or 

keys) to guide the dose escalation and de-escalation

E.g,: For targeting 20% DLT

Target key of (0.15, 0.25)

(cyan)

Current dose (orange)

– Too high  de-escalate

– Too low  escalate

– Same  stay

Overdose control

If the observed data shows > 95%

prob that current dose is above the

MTD, eliminate for further considerations 
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Keyboard Design

Dose Escalation/De-escalation Rule 
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http://trialdesign.org
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Dose Escalation/De-escalation Rule
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Protocol Template
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Operating Characteristics



Bayesian Optimal Interval (BOIN) Design

With the target probability of toxicity 𝜙, an interval 

design makes decision of dose escalation, stay, or 

de-escalation by comparing the estimated probability 

of toxicity  𝑝𝑗 at dose j with a pre-specified toxicity 

interval.

The interval boundaries 1j and 2j are selected to 

minimize the decision error of dosing.

Liu S, Yuan Y. Bayesian optimal interval designs for phase I clinical trials. 

Appl. Statist. (2015) 64, 507–523
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Optimal Interval Boundaries

Assume the prior probability of the 3 decisions are 

equal – A simple, yet, powerful result:
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BOIN Design with 𝜙= 0.2 

The operating characteristics is much better than the 3+3 design 

and comparable to the continual reassessment method (CRM) 

design
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Video 1: Illustrating BOIN Design
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Bayesian Optimal Interval (BOIN) Design 

for Drug Combination Trials: BOIN-COMB 

Similar to the BOIN design but allow two-

dimensional dose escalation/stay/de-escalation.

Treat the 1st cohort at the lowest dose (1, 1).

To determine the next dose combination: Maximizing 

the posterior probability that the toxicity rate of the 

next dose falls inside a pre-specified probability 

interval based on the cumulative data.

After the trial is completed, perform an isotonic 

regression to estimate toxicity rates satisfy the 

monotonicity assumption when fixing one drug at a 

certain dose level.

Lin R. and Yin, G. (2015). Bayesian Optimal Interval Design for Dose Finding 

in Drug-combination Trials, Statistical Methods in Medical Research 27



BOIN for Drug Combination Trials
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MTD contour in drug combination trials. Curved lines indicated the toxicity contours with true toxicity rates of 

0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5, respectively. Combinations located along the rows and columns are ordered in 

toxicity, but in other directions of the dose matrix (e.g., along the diagonals from the upper left corner to the 

lower right corner), the toxicity order is unknown due to unknown drug-drug interactions.



Bayesian Optimal Interval (BOIN) Design 

for Time-To-Event Endpoints: TITE-BOIN

Enroll the first patient cohort at the lowest or 

prespecified starting dose.

Based on the data observed at the current dose, make 

the dose-escalation/deescalation decision according to 

the pregenerated decision table for treating the next 

patient cohort.

Repeat step 2 until the prespecified maximum sample 

size is reached and select the MTD using the 

statistical method isotonic regression.

Yuan, Y., Lin, R., Li, D., Nie, L. and Warren, K.E. (2018). Time-to-event 

Bayesian Optimal Interval Design to Accelerate Phase I Trials. Clinical 

Cancer Research, 24(20): 4921-4930. 30



BOIN for Time-To-Event Endpoint
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“STFT” is the standardized total follow-up time for the patients with data pending, defined as the total follow-

up time for the patients with data pending divided by the length of the DLT assessment window.
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BOIN for Time-To-Event Endpoint



Comparison of design characteristics among R6, 

TITE-CRM, and TITE-BOIN
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Software for the BOIN Designs
The R package "BOIN" is available at CRAN.

Standalone GUI based software is also available 

from MD Anderson Biostatistics software download 

website.

https://biostatistics.mdanderson.org/SoftwareDownloa

d/SingleSoftware/Index/99 (BOIN Suite)

Statistical tutorial and protocol templates are 

provided at

http://ibl.mdanderson.org/BOIN/ : Single agent

http://ibl.mdanderson.org/BOINComb/ : Combinations

https://ibl.mdanderson.org/TITE-BOIN/: Time to event
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https://biostatistics.mdanderson.org/SoftwareDownload/SingleSoftware/Index/99
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Comparisons of 3 Types of Designs
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Design characteristics
Algorithm-

based

Model-

assisted

Model-

based

Transparency & Simplicity

Pre-determined dose escalation/de-escalation rule Yes Yes No

Avoids computation-intensive, repeated estimation 

of the dose-toxicity curves for interim decisions
Yes Yes No

Flexibility

Targets any prespecified DLT rate No Yes Yes

Allows decision making when the cohort size

deviates from the planned size
No Yes Yes

Number of patients treated at the MTD can be 

more than 6
No Yes Yes

Sample size can be calibrated to ensure good 

operating characteristics
No Yes Yes

Performance

Identifies the MTD accurately No Yes Yes

Allocates a high percentage of patients to the MTD No Yes Yes

Provides good overdose control Yes Yes Yes

Yuan Y, Lee JJ and Hilsenbeck SG. Model-Assisted Designs for Early Phase Clinical Trials: Simplicity Meets Superiority. JCO PO (In Press)



3. Phase II Designs

– Simon’s 2-stage

– Predictive probability Phase II design

– BOP2
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Phase IIA Design for A Single Treatment

An efficacy screening trial

Binary response endpoint with a response rate p.

For testing H0: p  p0  vs. H1: p  p1

Find the sample size to control 

– Type I (a) error

– Type II (b) error

Frequentist Designs

– One-stage

– Two-stage

Gehan’s design

Simon’s optimal and minimax designs

Bayesian Design

– Predictive probability design for continuous monitoring
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BOP2: A Bayesian Optimal Design for Phase 2

Clinical Trials with simple & complex endpoints

provides a unified framework for phase II trials with 

simple and complex efficacy and toxicity endpoints.

explicitly controls the type I (and II) error rates.

Is optimal by (i) maximizing power, given a fixed N 

and type I error; or (ii) minimizing the E(N|H0), given 

fixed type I and II error rates.

Easy to use software is freely available to generate 

stopping boundaries, operating characteristics and 

protocol for the BOP2 design.

Zhou H, Lee JJ, Yuan Y. BOP2: Bayesian optimal design for phase II clinical trials with simple and 

complex endpoints. Stat Med. e-Pub 6/2017. PMID: 28589563.
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BOP2: Statistical Model

Multiple endpoints: 𝑌 ~𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙 (1, 2, …, 𝐾)

(1, 2, …, 𝐾) ~ 𝐷𝑖𝑟(𝑎1, 𝑎2, …., 𝑎𝐾)

Given data: |𝐷𝑛 ~ 𝐷𝑖𝑟(𝑎1+𝑥1, 𝑎2+𝑥2, …., 𝑎𝐾+𝑥𝐾)

Decision rule: Stop the trial if

– 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 𝑏 ≤  𝐷𝑛 > 𝐶(𝑛)

– 𝐶 𝑛 = 1 − (𝑛/𝑁)

Steps

1. Elicit parameters under 𝐻0, 𝐻1 and desirable type I error

2. Find the set of (, ) yields type I error by grid search

3. Among the set above, select the one optimize power

An alternative is to find (, , 𝑁) to minimize 𝐸(𝑁|𝐻0)
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BOP2 Design, Examples

Example 1: A treatment is 

– futile if ORR ≤ 0.2; promising if ORR ≥ 0.4.

Example 2: A treatment is efficacious if 

– CR ≥ 0.15 or CR+PR ≥ 0.30.

Example 3: A treatment

– Fails if ORR ≤ 10% and PFS6 ≤ 20%.

– Succeeds if ORR ≥ 30% or PFS6 ≥ 35%.

Example 4: A treatment is safe and efficacious if

– ORR ≥ 45% and toxicity rate ≤ 30%.
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Stopping Boundaries for BOP2 Design
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Futility stop if response is ≤ 1/10, 2/15, 4/20, 

5/25, 7/30, 9/35 or 10/40 pts

Example 1: One efficacy endpoint
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Futility stop if response is ≤ 2/12 or 7/25 pts

Same as Simon’s Optimal Two-Stage Design
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Futility stop if response is ≤ 2/12, 4/18, or 

7/25 pts

Variation of Simon’s Optimal Two-Stage Design
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OC for Simon’s 2-Stage and BOP2 Designs

BOP2 with 

3-Stages

Simon’s 2-Stage
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Example 4: One efficacy endpoint + 

one toxicity endpoint 
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Association Between Two Endpoints

A treatment is safe and efficacious if ORR ≥ 45% 

and toxicity rate ≤ 30%

– 𝐻0: 𝑝𝑂𝑅𝑅 = 0.45, 𝑝𝑇𝑂𝑋 = 0.30

Under the alternative hypothesis

– 𝐻1: 𝑝𝑂𝑅𝑅 = 0.60, 𝑝𝑇𝑂𝑋 = 0.20

No Tox Tox Total

No Resp

Resp ? 0.45

Total 0.30

No Tox Tox Total

No Resp

Resp 0.15 0.45

Total 0.30

No Tox Tox Total

No Resp

Resp ? 0.60

Total 0.20

No Tox Tox Total

No Resp

Resp 0.18 0.60

Total 0.20

47
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Video 2: Illustrating BOP2 Design
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Summary
Clinical trial is an adaptive learning process.  

– Bayesian framework provides an ideal platform for 

learning. Bayesian adaptive designs are flexible and 

efficient for adaptive learning.

– “We learn as we go.”

BOIN, BOIN-COMB, TITE-BOIN combine the benefit 

of rule-based and model-based designs for Phase I 

studies.

BOP2 design is useful in Phase II studies with 

complex endpoints. 

Model-assisted designs offer excellent statistical 

properties and are easy to conduct.

– Simplicity meets superiority. 

– Keep It Simple and Smart!
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